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President of the Play Fair Code

The future starts now!

„In the final weeks of 2021, the sad reality of match-fixing caught up with us again. This time the third 
football league is affected. We naturally continued playing our part in combating the problem with our 
regular training courses that we ran during 2019 and 2020. Once again, it seems that our work never 
ends! You can continue to rely on the Play Fair Code.

In the Austrian Volley men’s and women’s leagues, we were able to roll out and complete the first 
training module in our seventh sport, volleyball. The Alps Hockey League and the Austrian women’s 
handball league (WHA) are now also participating in our training program.

In other news, we are happy to welcome Isabel Hochstöger from the AFA as a new expert on our 
Advisory Board.

In addition, at the turn of the year, the Play Fair Code is moving to new offices near the main station in 
Vienna.

Our next major strategic goal is to turn the Play Fair Code into an organization with authority status. 

I hope you find reading this report interesting and enjoyable.“

Günter KALTENBRUNNER 

The only thing  
constant in life  
is change
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“As a co-founder who has been involved since 
the Play Fair Code was founded in 2012, this 
has been a matter close to my heart.

When we celebrate our 10th anniversary in 
2022, we can look back on significant progress 
and some great achievements.

And the future also promises a lot of exciting 
and positive developments too. The number 
of our members and partners continues to 
grow and very soon it will be necessary to fully 
implement the Council of Europe Convention on 
the Manipulation of Sports Competitions and 
to formally make the Play Fair Code Austria’s 
national platform.”

CEO Play Fair Code

“Since its founding days, the Play Fair Code has 
taken a holistic and comprehensive view of com-
petition manipulation in sport and betting fraud, 
and has recognized the importance of monitoring 
from the start.

Today, our long-term partnership goes far beyond 
just regularly sharing information and ideas and 
has recently borne further fruit with the launch of 
our free monitoring service. A win-win situation for 
all parties.”

“The history of the Olympic Games has always 
been linked to the issue of competition integrity. 
As the International Olympic Committee and 
specifically the Olympic Movement Unit on the 
Prevention of the Manipulation of Competitions, 
we are aware of this responsibility. The manipu-
lation of competitions kills the spirit of sport and 
the games.

The longstanding and close partnership with the 
Play Fair Code has also enriched our work in the 
past year, which was particularly reflected in our 
NOC Integrity Education training courses that 
were run all around the world.”

Head of the Olympic Movement Unit on the
Prevention of the Manipulation of Competitions 

Severin MORITZER
Managing Director Integrity Services

Andreas KRANNICH Friedrich MARTENS
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INTRODUCTION

Once again we would like 
to offer you complementary 

content: 

We have produced a lot more 
interesting content that you  
can access by scanning the  

QR codes on the pages  
of this report. 

You can also find out more 
about our activities on  

Instagram, so please follow  
us to see our latest posts.



vCard with map
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WE’RE MOVING!
AS OF JANUARY 1, 2022, YOU WILL FIND US AT OUR 

NEW HEADQUARTERS CLOSE TO VIENNA’S MAIN STATION.

In the future, the organizations Play Fair Code, 100% Sport, and NADA Austria 
can be found together under one roof at our new location.

ASSOCIATION 
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RELOCATION

New Headquarters

The issue of integrity in sport is gaining new 

importance in Austria.

The Play Fair Code (the Austrian Association 

for Protecting the Integrity in Sport), as well 

as the organizations 100% Sport (Austrian 

Center for Gender Competence in Sport) 

and the NADA (National Anti-Doping Agency 

Austria), will merge and be based at a joint 

location but will continue to operate as 

independent institutions.

This clearly emphasizes the importance of 

the topic and enables the three organizations 

to make the most of synergies when they 

carry out prevention work.

As a center for gender competence and SAFE SPORT, 100% SPORT is the fi rst point of contact and 
information point for questions about gender equality as well as respect and safety in sport. The central 
location, easy accessibility, and barrier-free access are important aspects that enable us to carry out our 
tasks, namely advice, training, and networking, in an even more targeted manner. Working in the same 
offi ces as the Play Fair Code and NADA also enables us to provide added value.

I am looking forward to continuing to develop our partnerships and to all the new opportunities that 
will arise from working even more closely together. 

Christa Prets
President of 100% Sport

Gertrude-Froehlich-Sandner-Straße 13 A/Top 6,
1100 Vienna, Austria
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NEWS AND DEVELOPMENTS

In addition to new developments and innovations, consistency is also a 

key part of the Play Fair Code.

In concrete terms, this means that the President and the Board were 

re-elected for a further term of a maximum of three years at the 10th 

General Assembly in October 2021.

Additional expertise on the Advisory Board
The Advisory Board, chaired by former AFA General Director Alfred Ludwig, 

supports both the Board and management of the Play Fair Code by helping 

to address all key questions and problems relating to strategy and the 

development of the association.

Isabel Hochstöger, Head of Girls’ and Women’s Football at the Austrian 

Football Association, is a top-class addition to the Board’s existing team 

of experts.

Welcome, Isabel!

Severin Moritzer: “We have known Isabel for a long time through our 
collaboration with the AFA. She is passionate about sport and is highly 
personable and competent.”

Re-election of President and Board

Isabel Hochstöger

Board: 

NEW MEMBER

Win2day.at 

President: Günter Kaltenbrunner 

First Vice President: Michael Kuhn 
Second Vice President: Christof Hetzmannseder 

First Financial advisor: Nikolaus Schaffer 
Second Financial advisor: Axel Bammer 

First Secretary: Thomas Hollerer 
Second Secretary: Christian Ebenbauer 

First Auditor: Helmut Nahlik

Second Auditor: Gerald Weiss

Win2day is the online gaming platform of 

Casions Austria and the Austrian Lotteries. In 

addition to lottery games such as Lotto, Euro-

Millionen and Toto, win2day offers virtual casino 

games as well as sports betting. In addition to 

classic sports betting, the offer also includes 

live bets and quick tips. The full range can also 

be used via mobile apps.

“As the only licensed online gaming provider in Austria, we take responsibility 
for a high-quality range of games, transparent framework conditions and player 
protection according to the highest standards. In all of our sports sponsoring 
activities, fairness and therefore the prevention of match-fi xing and betting 
fraud is our top priority. We are therefore pleased to be making a visible contri-
bution to clean and manipulation-free sport through being members of the Play 
Fair Code.“

“When win2day joins our network in the new year, we will be 
gaining another important sports betting provider as a member. 
This new membership is really helping to underpin our com-
prehensive stakeholder approach. We are pleased to welcome 
win2day to our network and look forward to working with you!”

Georg Wawer
Managing Director Online Gaming

Günter Kaltenbrunner
President of the Play Fair Code
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TRAINING MARATHON  
SUCCESSFULLY MASTERED!

ANOTHER YEAR OF SUCCESS IS EXPECTED TO FOLLOW.

Prevention work is and will remain the central pillar of the Play Fair Code’s functions.

Even though the range of workshop formats has increased in the recent past, 
the direct dialogue with the stakeholders remains the most effective way to raise awareness.
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Activities in Austria

■ Austrian    
 Olympic Committee
■ Panathlon Austria 
 (Club Graz)
■ Austrian  
 Sportsbetting Academy   
 (OSWV)
■ Austrian 
 Sportsbetting Association -
 Annual Congress    
 (OSWV) 
■ Institute of Gambling  
 & Addiction 

■ Admiral Bundesliga

■ Planet Pure Women’s 
 Bundesliga

■ Bundesliga Campus

■ AFA - BSPA 
 Coaches Education

■ AFA Elite Referees 

■ UEFA Under17 Qualifi ers

■ Austrian Third League – Central 

■ Austrian Third League – West 

■ Austrian Basketball  
 Super-League
■ Austrian Basketball  
 Second League

■ Austrian Volley League 
 Men

■ Austrian Volley League 
 Women

■ AVF Referees

■ Bet-at-home ICE  
 Hockey League
■ Bet-at-home ICE   
 Referees 
■ Alps Hockey League
■ Alps Hockey League  
 Referees

■ Women Handball Austria

■ Junior National Teams

VIENNA
LOWER AUSTRIA

STYRIA

UPPER AUSTRIA

BURGENLAND

CARINTHIA

SALZBURG

TYROLVORARLBERG

ITALY

SLOVENIA

BASKETBALL

10

10

12

22

14

20

General

Basketball

Ice Hockey

Football

Handball

Volleyball

Summary of Play Fair Code Workshops/Lectures in 2021

ICE HOCKEY
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7disciplines750+ 
workshops

20.000+  
participants9 YEARS  

of training

Awareness raising in 2021

TRAINING FORMATS

Due to the pandemic, over the last two years new approaches and ideas for training settings have been required. The Play Fair Code reacted quickly and, in 

addition to conventional workshops, also implemented online training and outdoor versions without any technology.

MOBILE 
Training via smartphone and social media

ANALOG 
Workshops with charts

DIGITAL
Lecture with keynote presentation
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Ice Hockey

PLAY FAIR CODE ON TOUR

“In many years of work in different leagues, I have 
never seen a better presentation on this subject. 
The contents were communicated clearly and 
comprehensibly on the spot and with a lot of 
interaction— we were very well informed about how 
quickly and easily a person can become manipula-
ble. It was an important and instructive lecture for 
all of our referees.”

Tom Kowal
Head of Officiating bet-at-home ICE Hockey League

“The lecture was very interesting in 
general and really helped to raise 
awareness about this topic. For many 
of us, it was the first training course 
we had attended on this matter. One 
thing is certain, clean and manipu-
lation-free games are important for 
our sport.”

Hubert Berger
Captain EK Zeller Eisbären

“The bet-at-home ICE Hockey League takes match-
fixing and betting fraud very seriously and is aware 
of all the risks. Thanks to the many years we have 
worked with the Play Fair Code and our recent part-
nership with Sportradar Integrity Services, we have 
created a perfect framework to protect the integrity 
of our leagues and to manage any integrity risks in 
the coming years.”

Christian Feichtinger
CEO bet-at-home ICE Hockey League 

Bet-at-home ICE Hockey League referees

Rittner BuamBEMER VEU Feldkirch

Basketball

PLAY FAIR CODE ON TOUR

“Fairness is one of the most crucial and basic virtues in  
competitive sports. Therefore, it is our duty to uphold the integrity 
of everyone involved in basketball.

This would not be possible without the great work and expertise 
provided by the Play Fair Code. And even when things get serious, 
we can count on the support of Severin Moritzer and his colle-
agues. We speak from experience.”

Johannes Wiesmann
CEO Austrian Basketball Super-League GmbH

Roland Knor
Chairman COLDMARIS BBC Nord Dragons

“Unfortunately, there have always been black sheep in the past, who, apart 
from the competitive aspects, also wanted to gain personally.

Therefore, I think it makes sense that Basketball Austria and the teams from 
the national leagues are working together to keep the sport clean. Compliance 
with the Play Fair Code is therefore essential for all the players and coaches 
from COLDAMATIS BBC Nord Dragonz. We call for this in writing so that everyo-
ne is always aware that games should only be decided on a sporting basis.”

Güssing/Jennersdorf Blackbirds

Extract from prevention-videoKapfenberg Bulls

NUMBER OF WORKSHOPS: 10
ATTENDEES: 122 athletes and  
staff
WORKSHOP LANGUAGE: English
FORMAT: analog

FACTS & FIGURES 

NUMBER OF WORKSHOPS: 12
ATTENDEES: 337 athletes, staff and  
referees
WORKSHOP LANGUAGE: German/English
FORMAT: digital/mobile

FACTS & FIGURES 
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Football

PLAY FAIR CODE ON TOUR

“For years, we have been holding prevention training 
courses at UEFA youth competitions in Austria together 
with the Play Fair Code so that we can raise awareness 
about match-fi xing and betting fraud among young 
players at the beginning of their careers. The Play Fair 
Code is an innovative and respected partner, which, due 
to his high standing at UEFA, is entitled to participate 
in these training courses alongside the AFA as a UEFA 
member association.” 

Andreas Baumgartner
AFA Integrity Offi cer

“We see integrity and fair play as an essential moral attitude in football. Thus, educating peo-
ple and making them aware of these issues is an important part of our coaches’ education. 
We are very happy to have the Play Fair Code as a partner, who also provided valuable input 
in module week 4 in the current A-license coaches courses of the AFA. I would like to thank 
the entire team around CEO Severin Moritzer for the excellent and very informative workshop. 
The recent incidents in November 2021 in particular show how highly sensitive this topic is to 
be viewed in higher league amateur football, and they have confi rmed how important it is to 
prepare future coaches for these challenges throughout their education.”

Franz Ponweiser
AFA Head of Coaches Education

RZ Pellets WAC

FC Flyeralarm AdmiraFK Austria Vienna
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Handball

PLAY FAIR CODE ON TOUR

“Thank you for your good and entertaining presentation. So 
far, many of our players have had not really been confronted 
with the topic discussed. The girls were not aware that they too 
could be affected by match-fi xing at a young age. Through your 
vivid examples of actual cases, they gained insights into the 
scope of match-fi xing and gained valuable information in this 
area.”

Sandra Zeitelberger
Delegation Head National Youth Teams

SSV Dornbirn Schoren

Hypo NiederösterreichUHC Eggenburg

NUMBER OF WORKSHOPS:  14
ATTENDEES: 237 athletes and staff
WORKSHOP LANGUAGE:  German
FORMAT: digital

FACTS & FIGURES 

NUMBER OF WORKSHOPS: 22
ATTENDEES: 605 athletes and staff
WORKSHOP LANGUAGE: German/English

FORMAT: digital/analog/mobile

FACTS & FIGURES 

“In our efforts to achieve clean and honest sport, we are glad that thanks to the 
training courses for the Women Handball Austria League clubs, all players of the 
highest domestic leagues in women’s and men’s handball, as well as all players of 
the national teams have become sensitized to the subject of match-fi xing and betting 
fraud. So far, there have been no cases of manipulation or fraud in handball in Aust-
ria. Together with the Play Fair Code, we are working hard to ensure that this positive 
status does not change in the future.”

Markus Plazer
President AHF 
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Volleyball

PLAY FAIR CODE ON TOUR

“For me as the manager of a club 
with a lot of players, it is important 
that everyone knows what to do if 
the worst comes to the worst. No 
one is immune to manipulation, 
but thanks to the lecture we all 
know how we should react.”

Frederick Laure
Manager UVC Graz

“The Play Fair Code training was not only new 
for our team, it was also very interesting, as 
many of the players did not know how quickly 
and unconsciously you can get involved in 
match-fi xing and what effects this can have on 
your own life. I am sure that many of them now 
think even more about fair sport and now know 
exactly what is allowed and what is not.”

Martin Micheu
Sports Director SK Aich/Dob

“On September 21, 2021, our Bundesliga women’s team 
was able to take part in a very informative Play Fair Code 
seminar at the ULSZ Rif. All players, coaches, and staff 
from the Bundesliga women’s team were given concrete 
insights into the world of the Play Fair Code in this lively 
presentation and showed great interest in the advice and 
examples given. We would like to thank you for this excel-
lent, informative and detailed training, which has helped 
us a lot as we continue on our sporting journey.”

Ulrich Sernow
Head Coach PSVBG Salzburg

PSV VBG Salzburg 

SK Zadruga Aich/DobUVC Holding Graz

EDUCATION 
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One of the most established teaching activities of the Play Fair Code is the 

contribution the organization makes to the annual specialist course run by 

the Austrian Sports Betting Association (OSWV). The certifi cate course, 

formerly known as the “Bookmaker Academy” and organized in partnership 

with the Vienna Chamber of Commerce, is extremely popular and highly 

renowned.

Two courses were held in 2021, as the event had to be canceled and 

rescheduled in 2020 due to the pandemic.

As part of the annual convention organized by the OSWV, the Play Fair Code 

also gave a lecture entitled “Combatting betting manipulation together!” 

for numerous representatives of the sports betting industry.

“The chance to reach so many prospective bookmakers and high-ranking 

industry representatives in order to sensitize them to the subject of match-

fi xing and betting fraud is very gratifying and must be utilized to full effect,” 

summarizes Günter Kaltenbrunner. “It is vital to realize that the betting provider 

is also directly affected by manipulations. Therefore, it is all the more important 

for bookmakers to engage with the topic and the work of the Play Fair Code.”

Bundesliga Campus

TEACHING AND LECTURING ACTIVITIES

“The Bundesliga Campus is a platform for training and educating football managers 

in Austria. Sound training in this area, including training on the pitch, is an essential 

cornerstone for future success,” explains Bundesliga CEO Christian Ebenbauer.

“When it comes to highly focused and comprehensively trained specialists, then it is 

not just issues such as fi nance, media, marketing, and law that are important. Topics 

such as ethics and integrity are also essential in the Bundesliga Campus course.

The Play Fair Code therefore also provided a workshop on the prevention of match-

fi xing and betting fraud to the current students on our management training course.”

Severin Moritzer and Sharif Shoukry, CEO of OSWV

Sports Betting Academy and Annual Convention

Bundesliga Campus Class of 2020/21

NUMBER OF WORKSHOPS: 20
ATTENDEES: 318 athletes and staff
WORKSHOP LANGUAGE:  German/English
FORMAT: digital/mobile

FACTS & FIGURES 
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Austrian Olympic Committee

TEACHING AND LECTURING ACTIVITIES

Athletes’ handbook for Tokyo 2020

The integrity of the games and the protection of athletes have always been a major concern of the Olympic Movement. Together with the International Olympic  

Committee, the NOC Austria is also continuously improving its guidelines, processes, and programs.

The Austrian Olympic Committee (NOC Austria) fully supports these measures 

and through its membership in the Play Fair Code also underlines the national 

efforts in the fight against competition manipulation and betting fraud.

Part of the collaboration between the NOC Austria and the Play Fair Code 

therefore involved providing an information desk when the Austrian athletes 

received their kit shortly before they left for the Olympic Games in Tokyo.

The NOC Austria Handbook for the Olympic Games also included a separate 

page about the Play Fair Code and the dangers of competition manipulation 

and betting fraud.

Marc Orlainsky in a training session together with Anna-Maria Pollany (NOC Austria)

EDUCATION  
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Marc Orlainsky and Austrian sailors David Hussl, Barbara Matz & Tanja Chiara Frank

Austrian Day of Sports 2021

EVENTS

Over 120 sports associations, organizations, and exhibitors as well as 80 try-

out points assembled on the Vienna Prater. Here visitors had the opportunity 

to wander leisurely around the stands where they could find out more about a 

wide range of sports and even have a go at some of them too. 

The anniversary edition of Europe’s largest open-air sports festival was also a 

great success thanks to the pleasant late summer weather.

In the middle instead of just there was the Play Fair Code booth. Well frequen-

ted and equipped with training content, dish-tennis and refreshing #NoMani-

pulation iced tea. The booth was visited by a number of high-ranking guests, 

most notably the Vice Chancellor and Sports Minister Werner Kogler, Member of 

Parliament and sports spokeswoman (The Greens) Agnes Sirkka Prammer, and 

Director General in the Sports Ministry Philipp Trattner.

Thousands of sports enthusiasts flocked to the area 

around the Ernst Happel Stadium on September 25, 

2021, to take part in the 20th anniversary of the  

Austrian Day of Sports.
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AUSTRIAN EXPERTISE  
ON THE INTERNATIONAL STAGE.

KNOW-HOW AS THE BASIS FOR CONTINUOUS WORK  
AND MANY YEARS OF TRAINING EXPERIENCE.

The knowledge, competence, and experience gained by the Play Fair Code  
from a decade of activities are in high demand and recognized internationally.

INTERNATIONAL  
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In-person Meetings

02  
Romania

22/27/31  
Germany

05/07-31
 Vienna

13/21/30 
Belgium

06-13 
Switzerland

01  
Bulgaria

03 
Greece

04 
France

23 
Netherlands

28/30
 Italy

30 
England

Online Meetings

SOFIA 
Erasmus+ Projekt SEE – I

BUCHAREST 
Erasmus+ Projekt SEE – I

ATHENS 
Erasmus+ Projekt SEE – I

PARIS 
Erasmus+ Projekt SEE – I

VIENNA 
Erasmus+ Projekt EPSOM

LAUSANNE 
Erasmus+ Projekt EPSOM

03

02

01

04

05

06

VIENNA 
Online - Erasmus+  
Projekt T-PREG Webinar 

VIENNA 
Online - Erasmus+  
Projekt AMFIX  

BRUSSELS, VIENNA 
Online - Erasmus+  
Sport Info Tag

COLOGNE, VIENNA  
Online - Sports University 
Cologne

AMSTERDAM, VIENNA 
Online - EASG Webinar

17

21

22

23

201918

VIENNA 
Online – UNODC - Gender  
Dimensions to Corruption in Sport 

BERLIN, VIENNA 
Online - Fourth Meeting of the German 
National Platform 

MILAN, VIENNA 
Online - Sports4Impact Symposium 

VIENNA 
Online - Erasmus+ Projekt EPSOM

LONDON, GENOA, BRUSSELS, VIENNA 
Online – SIGA Integrity Week

COLOGNE, VIENNA 
Online - EASM Conference

27

29

262524

28

30

31

Teaching and  
Lecturing Activities

LAUSANNE, VIENNA 
Online – IOC mit ÖOC– Legal Working 
Group on the Prevention of the  
Manipulation of Competitions 

LAUSANNE, VIENNA  
Online – IOC - Advanced NOCs Virtual 
Training on the Prevention of the  
Manipulation of Competitions 

LAUSANNE, STRASBOURG, VIENNA  
Online – IOC mit Europarat – The Role 
of NOCs within a National Cooperation 
Framework

VIENNA 
Online - Erasmus+ Projekt SEE – I

090807

121110

13

161514
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International Publications

Contribution to the UNODC 

Global Report on Corruption 

in Sport under the title “Safe-

guarding Sport”

Contribution of a chapter to 

the Routledge book “Under-

standing match-fi xing in sport: 

theory and practice”

Organizer: German Sports University Cologne

Title: Master’s course in Sports Management

Function: Workshop “Current issues in Sports Management – integrity” 

Target audience: International students

Organizer: IOC 

Title: Legal working group on the 

prevention of the manipulation 

of competitions

Function: Expert contribution in partnership with the NOC

Target audience: National Olympic Committees (NOCs)

Title: Advanced NOCs virtual training sessions on the 

prevention of the manipulation of competitions

Function: Lecture and discussion on the topic of prevention 

(on invitation of the Olympic Movement Unit on the Prevention 

of the Manipulation of Competitions)

Target audience: National Olympic Committees 

(50+ participants each)

Title: The role of the NOCs within a national cooperation 

framework (in partnership with the CoE)

Function: Lecture and discussion as part of the webinar

Target audience: National Olympic Committees 

(approx. 120 participants)

Organizer: EASG - European Association 

for the Study of Gambling

Title: EASG webinar - manipulation 

and integrity

Function: Panelist (online)

Target audience: Academics and scientists, 

representatives from authorities, the gambling 

industry and betting providers, therapists, 

sociologists, psychologists, other interested 

parties 

Organizer: Sport4Impact

Title: Corruption and crime prevention in sport

Function: Panelist (online)

Target audience: Students, academics, experts from the public and 

sports sector, interested parties from the sports industry

Organizer: EASM

Title: Combating betting and 

sports-related manipulation

Function: Panelist (online)

Target audience: Academics, experts from 

public and sports sector, interested parties 

from the sports industry

International Lectures

Organizer: SIGA – Sport Integrity Global Alliance

Title: SIGA Sport Integrity Week 2021 

Function: Panelist (online) 

Target audience: Relevant industry leaders, decision-makers, and top 

international experts, interested parties from the sports industry
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TEACHING AND EXPERTISE 

Project: EVIDENCE-BASED PREVENTION 

OF SPORTING-RELATED MATCH-FIXING 

(EPOSM)

Coordinator: Ghent University

Goal: Sensitization and awareness-

raising for and prevention of strategic 

match-fi xing in sports.

Time frame: 2020 – 2021

INTERNATIONAL 
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Transnational Meeting of the Erasmus+ Project SEE-I in Bucharest

Education tool with animated characters

Project: SOUTH EASTERN EUROPEAN 

COUNTRIES FOR THE INTEGRITY OF 

FOOTBALL CLUBS (SEE-I)

Coordinator: University of Sports Romania (UNEFS)

Goal: Development and roll-out of training 

documents and tools in the fi eld of sports 

ethics, doping, match-fi xing, and whistle-

blowing in partnership with south eastern 

European soccer leagues.

Time frame: 

2020 – 2021

Erasmus+ Project Sujet

Project: AGAINST MATCH FIXING (AMFIX)

Coordinator: Polish Eksatraklasa

Goal: The academic and practical development of internationally 

applicable guidelines for preventing and combating match-fi xing 

and betting fraud

Time frame: 2018 – 2021 

(prolongation due to pandemic)

AGAINST 
MATCH
FIXING 

EPOSM – National 
Action Plan

SEE-I Education tool,
short video

Erasmus+ partnerships

AMFIX - Video



THE MARKETING AND MEDIA YEAR 2021   
AND THE PRESENCE OF THE PLAY FAIR CODE.

THE IMPORTANCE OF THE SUBJECT DOES NOT DIMINISH.

An excerpt from the marketing measures taken by the Play Fair Code and  
the articles on the subject of match-fixing and betting fraud.
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Instructions for using the QR code:

1. Open your cell phone camera or the QR code reader  
2. Scan the QR code 

3. Subscribe to the Play Fair Code page 
4. Look forward to receiving news from the Play Fair Code

FOLLOW US ...

Legendary sports reporter Hans Huber together with „Referee of the Year” 
Harald Lechner and Severin Moritzer (and the “Bruno” trophy)

INSIDE HEADS AND HEARTS – 
ON CHESTS!
According to the slogan “Make awareness visible”, the Play Fair Code 

appears in various forms on referee jerseys in the ICE and Alps Hockey 

League, as well as in the Austrian Volley Leagues. Referees have a 

decisive influence on the course of a competition and, like athletes, 

are visible in their sporting activity. 

Reason enough not only to train the referees about match-fixing and 

betting fraud, but also to make this visible on their kits.

Ice hockey referee

MARKETING
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The ongoing digitalization of recent years has 

also affected the sporting world. The trend 

towards shifting into the virtual space continues 

unabated. The Play Fair Code recognized these 

signs of the times and comprehensively relaun-

ched its social media channels in partnership 

with the PROFS agency.

Präsident Günter Kaltenbrunner und Geschäftsführer Severin Moritzer erzählen im Kaffee-

hausTALK, wie sie mit ihrem Team des Play Fair Code jährlich tausende Kilometer quer durch 

Österreich abspulen, um Verbände, Vereine und Athleten über Spielmanipulationen aufzuklären 

und für dieses Thema zu sensibilisieren. Die beiden blicken auf neun Jahre des internationalen 

Vorzeigeprojekts zurück und erklären, warum neben den großen 

Sportverbänden gerade Sportwetten-Unternehmen zu ihren 

strategischen Partnern zählen. Spannende Geschichten rund um 

vermeintliche Spielmanipulationen, wie beispielsweise einem 

Bestechungsversuch vor dem legendären Europacupspiel zwischen 

Feyenoord Rotterdam und dem SK Rapid im Jahr 1996 sowie dem 

„Skandaltransfer“ von Kieran Trippier nach Madrid, und wie man 

diesen begegnen kann, geben Einblick in das Sportbusiness von 

Günter Kaltenbrunner und Severin Moritzer.

Listen to it:
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Play Fair Code Team 2021
Markus Sukdolak, Sönke Niklas, Severin Moritzer, President Günter Kaltenbrunner, Marc Orlainsky (f.l.t.r.)
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